
MESSAGE FROM dCIO
Hello everyone,
 
What a year this has been since joining as the Deputy Chief Information Officer for DGIT
last April. Throughout the last year, as I met with our colleagues in the DGSOM, UCLA
Health Science Schools and across UCLA Health IT, I have been struck by the overall
level of talent, collegiality, mutual respect and commitment reflected in conversations
and interactions. I am very proud and enthusiastic to be in DGIT, a strong and
capable team, and am thrilled to lead in our mission to provide innovative technology and
exceptional service.
 
As all good things, DGIT will be evolving from a focus on consolidating into a single IT
organization into what we’ve been referring to as “DGIT 2.0.” While this iteration does not
stray from DGIT’s original core values, DGIT 2.0 will focus on refining our support and
aims to provide a greater experience for you, our clients in the areas of research,
teaching, and administration of the academy.

Read more >

Introducing Client Service Pods
Part of our goals with DGIT 2.0 is to
create a greater focus on client
experience and the support we provide.
With that in mind, we will be restructuring
to a “pod” support system.

Read more >

DGIT Support throughout
COVID
Last year, our community was urged to
move all work from our on-site offices to
completely remote within a few days.
DGIT was able to find innovative ways to
make remote working and learning easy.

Read more >

Expanding DGIT's Support to Dentistry and
Nursing
A few years ago, we began transitioning IT services and
support for the UCLA School of Dentistry and Nursing to
DGIT. We are delighted to announce that we have
completed most major transition projects and both schools
now have access to the UCLA Health IT services.

Read more >

Did you know...?

You can use Box Collections to better organize your files and folders so that everything
you need is readily available! Learn more about Collections >>
DGIT has recently launched a self service portal version of Amazon Web Services
(AWS) with preconfigured security settings to empower you to jump right in without any
security concerns or storage limits! Find out if DGIT’s AWS is right for you and your
team >>
The UCLA Health IT page is the perfect place to stay up-to-date on IT news and
events.
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